Describe your response in descriptive language form addressing 3 interpretations.

How do you interpret this photograph from a narrative perspective? Does it represent something real or imagined, or both? Talk about it in terms of its subject matter, a story, character, meaning, intent, symbolism, or idea it evokes. What does it say to you? (WHAT DOES IT MEAN?)

How do you interpret this photograph from a formal or aesthetic perspective? Talk about it in terms of its form, composition, perspective-scale, lighting, camera and printing techniques, technical and stylistic considerations, exposure, lens choice, depth of field, angle of view, and any relevant reference, properties or comparisons to other artistic mediums and works of art. (WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?)

How do you interpret this photograph from a personal or social perspective in terms of an emotional quality?. Talk about it in terms of its sentiment, feeling. Does it provoke a memory in you that is personal, (your own) or a memory in you that is more public, social (collective-shared), or both? (HOW DOES IT MAKE YOU FEEL?)

Of the three qualities you have just described above (narrative (meaning), formal (aesthetic), emotional (feeling), which do you think motivated you into discussing this particular photograph?